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Rivers in Anatolian Art? 

Artistic representation of rivers starts early in Egypt and 

Mesopotamia, lands dependent on the blessings of their great 

rivers. On Mesopotamian cylinder seals of the Uruk period, river 

boats appear in illustrations of ritual voyages of kings, 

attendants and cult paraphernalia, although in such scenes the 

river itself is not explicitly rendered. 1 The river appears in its 

own right, in the form of wavy lines, on seals depicting the temple 

flocks with symbols, architecture and scenery. On a seal from TeIl 

Asmar, two goats are nibbling at branches offered by a lion in 

human pose standing in front of another tree with a bird in it. The 

scene takes place near a river and is mythologized by the role of 

the lion man as a food provider, otherwise the task of the priest

king, fig. 1. 2 Another Diyala seal presents a naturalistic vers ion 

of goats grazing among small trees near a river; one goat kneels to 

drink from the stream, fig. 2. 3 The simplest reference to the river 

as the basic water source for agriculture and herds is given by the 

wavy lines at the base of the friezes on the alabaster cult vase 

from Uruk, sustaining ears of barley and date palms. 4 More rarely, 

hunting scenes appear on the banks of a river or on the river, as 

in a lively boar hunt by two men in a boat, with a bird and plants 

as scenery (fig. 3).5 

Landscape in Protoelamite seal impressions from Susa shows a 

winding river with fish swimming in the stream and the banks lined 

with leafy vegetation, fig. 4a. Fish can also serve as a pictogram 

for river in Protoelamite scenes with boats. 6 A relative in Egypt, 

where rivers start their artistic appearance in the predynastic 

period, is the design on a shell plaque in Berlin with bull and 

goat on the edge of a stream with fish, fig. 4b. 7 
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In Akkadian glyptic art, the sun god travels in a boat with the 

prow personified as a divine boatman; the god holds a steering oar 

as the boat moves on waters rendered by multiple wavy lines 

vivified by fish. There are variants of this motif, which starts in 

the Early Dynastie period without as yet making the waters visible. 

The sun god's navigation is interpreted by Frankfort and Boehmer as 

nocturnal travels over the waters of the netherworld. 8 

The hunt on the river is rare on Akkadian cylinder seals but 

represented in fig. 5 with two hunters and a god (Ea with flowing 

streams and plants) in a boat; a boar is in the reeds of the 

marshes; the river is simply suggested by triple straight lines. 9 

Direct visual reference to rivers and river waters is 

presented by the famous seal of a scribe of Shar-kali-sharri, fig. 

6. 10 Two kneeling nude heroes extend vases with flowing streams to 

antithetical water buffaloes; the scene is set on the rocky bank of 

a wide river which flows by in even waves. Here the symbolism of 

the life-giving fresh water is expressed by the natural forces of 

river and buffalo, with the nude heroes and flowing vases as the 

only reference to echelons of symbolic forms. 

The fresh water blessings surround and issue from the 

shoulders of the god Ea in the ri eh glyptic iconography of the 

Akkadian period. Ea may be seated in a rectangular house framed by 

streams; vegetation sprouts from the streams emanating from his 

shoulders, fig. 7. 11 In a procession of gods Ea is enveloped in 

free-style canopy of wavy streams, fig. 8. 12 The artistic 

elaboration of fresh water streams is strongest on an Akkadian seal 

from Mari, fig . 9. 13 The water issues from birds' beaks belonging 

to a mountain supporting a god; the streams on either side flow to 

nurture tree-goddesses whose bodies rise from the waters and sprout 

forth in leafy branches. This is a visual celebration of the life

giving powers of water under divine auspices. 

In contrast, post-Akkadian and neo-Sumerian art is sedate. On 

late Akkadian and post-Akkad seals a secondary frieze can show 

geese or swans floating on a stream of water. 14 The flowing vase 
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takes on its symbolic duties in ornamental multiplicity on Gudea's 

seal and reliefs;15 a trough from Telloh is sculpted with multiple 

goddesses holding vases with streams which also originate from 

heaven where flying, half-emergin~ goddesses dispense streams of 

rain from their vases, similar to the role of the "flying angels" 

on Urnammu' s stele from Ur. 16 

As Pierre Amiet has pointed out, some of the liveliness of 

Akkadian iconography survives at Mari in the aId Babylonian period. 

Impressions of the seal of Iluna-kirish from the Mari palace reveal 

the persistence of the living boat of the gods: here a god travels 

in a boat consisting of river waves with protomes of goddesses at 

bow and stern; a network of vases and flowing streams links 

"angels" in the sky with vessels held by the god, by a bull-man 

facing him, and by the boat-goddesses who double as river goddesses 

and catch the beneficent waters from the sky in their vases. A 

goddess holding a plant or sapling stands behind the seated god 

(fig. 10). The scene has been discussed in detail by Amiet and 

compared with similar seals from Susa, Ali~ar and other 

'Cappadocian' sites;17 we move into the era of contact in trade and 

glyptic iconography with the aId assyrian trading centers in 

Anatolia. 

The seal of Iluna-kirish presents a variant on the Akkadian river 

boat-theme, and brings the neo-Swnerian network of vases and 

streams to new life. The goddess with the sapling is akin to 

goddesses sprouting tree-branches and emerging from streams of 

water on the Akkadian seal from Mari, fig. 9. 

The Ali~ar seal, fig. 11, was found in a room with a tablet 

hoard of Kültepe Karwn Ib date. 18 The hematite cylinder inherits 

Akkadian grandeur, but i t belongs in the aId Assyrian trading 

period . A god with bull's ears, accompanied by bull-men, and with 

nude heroes as boatmen, all with frontal faces (including the small 

bull-man who serves as footstool) navigate in a boat which is 

guided and supported by two floating bearded heroes whose lower 

bodies merge into the waters of the river. These heroes face out, 
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lying on their backs, one arm gently raised as if protecting prow 
and stern respectively. The scene has great vigor and originality 
in its rendering of the voyage and in personifying the river forces 
as male. The derivative Akkadian style and iconographic elements 
became known to Anatolians of the Colony period, as the find spot 

of the seal demonstrates. 

At Kül tepe-Kanesh, the center of Anatolian international trade 

in the twentieth to eighteenth centuries B.C., we find evidence of 

Mesopotamian and Syrian inspiration in the local cylinder seals, as 

weIl as use and re-use of foreign seals by the local merchants. 19A 

Syrian style cylinder seal impression on a Ib tablet renders a 

scene of worship of Ea behind whom is a swastika whorl of four nude 

heroes holding vases surrounded by streams with fish, connecting 
with the flowing vase held by Ea. 20 The ample interlacing of the 
streams is related to the Mari tradition of the Iluna-kirish seal, 

fig. 10, and its Akkadian precursors like fig.7. 
Against this background of direct contact of Anatolia with 

Mesopotamian and North Syrian glyptic iconography of the early 

second millennium B.C. we have to look at two Anatolian 

iconographic phenomena which adapt and modify Akkadian water lore 

to express new, local ideas. 

The first group is in the art of Acemhöyük, the large mound which 

may be Burushhattum, but which in any case through the excavations 

of Nimet Özgüç has yielded ample evidence of prosperity in the Old 

Assyrian and Mari periods, in the form of palatial buildings with 

burnt remains of precious inventory of ivory, rock crystal, 
obsidian and faience, as weIl as rich archives of bullae impressed 

with local and foreign stamp and cylinder seals. 
The local stamp seal impressions are important to our search. 

Many of them represent gods and goddesses from the region of 

Acemhöyük itself or pI aces in frequent contact with the palaces. 

Some 200 bullae carry the imprint of a stamp seal with a scene of 

worship of a seated goddess, fig. 12. 21 She looks un-Mesopotamian 

with her long, belted dress and straight coiffure. Holding a cup in 
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her extended hand she faces a short-robed male worshipper who wears 

a pointed cap. A small table or altar stands between the two. The 

realm of the goddess is indicated by the tree with leafed branches 

behind and over her, with a bird perched on the branch over her 

head, and the Anatolian sun-disc (signe royal version) in the sky. 

From the base of the tree springs a stream of water in thick wavy 

bands extending to the left border of the seal. A fish appears 

behind the worshipper. 

This seal is emancipated from the Mesopotamian-Syrian 

background which is still strongly represented in some of the other 

Acemhöyük stamp and cylinder seal impressions. Although of 

Anatolian style, a cylinder seal with a weather god22 on a bull has 

a lower frieze including two nude heroes en face from the tops of 

whose heads streams of water come forth, grasped on either side by 

the heroes, a new variant of the Mari repertoire. Another cylinder 

seal has the weather god grasping streams of water behind him as he 

mounts his bull. 23 Stamp seal impressions have a bull man or here 

holding vases with flowing streams. 24 The ancestry of these motifs 

is clear; they have now become familiar also in the Anatolian 

repertoire of the early 18th century B.C. and are introduced with 

minor adaptations. 

Yet the stamp seal of fig. 12 speaks another language if we put it 

next to the seal of Iluna-kirish, fig. 10, or the Akkadian seal 

from Mari, fig. 9. It is not just that the goddess and worshipper 

have put on local costumes, and that the goddess extends her cup or 

goblet as she will do in Hittite cult images. 25 This scene has been 

taken out of the miraculous world of tree-women and symbolic 

mountains with bird protomes spewing forth streams of water (fig. 

9), flowing vases and 'angels' pouring water from the sky, and 

boats personified. Instead, we read a clear pictorial statement of 

the realm of the goddess of fig. 12: nature, with a leafy tree, a 

bird, the sun (with the only concession to a Hittite symbol), a 

stream of fresh water and a fish denoting the bounty of the river. 
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Does the seal with these realia of environment give a clear image 

of the specific location of the goddess's cult, near a river or 

spring and orchard? Are we at Acemhöyük-Burushhattum or nearby, and 

admiring the stream of the Melendiz river, with trout once 

abounding? 

The repertoire of Acemhöyük seals as analyzed by Nimet Özgüç 

presents other instances of trees appearing behind ~eated 

deities. 26 The trees differ botanically, and in one instance may 

perhaps be recognized as a vi ne (fig. 13, center). A tree with a 

straight trunk and short leafed branches, unlike that of the 

goddess on fig. 12, stands behind a seated bearded god, fig. 13 

left; at the base of this tree is water, and a small sailing boat 

(with mast and stays) appears here, controlled by a man with a 

steering oar. Realism here shows that the water is navigable, 

either as a good-sized river (Melendiz?), a lake or the sea. 

Acemhöyük must have been in contact with coastal towns, even if the 

Minoan connection still remains to be explored and confirmed. 27 

The river of the seal fig. 12 is a significant but not 

necessarily the principal attribute of the goddess, but it may have 

topographical meaning. The presence of a river with fish in the 

neighborhood of the palace at Acemhöyük is strongly suggested also 

by the decoration of the bathtub found scattered in and near tnp. 

Sar1kaya palace. 28 The painted design on this vessel is partly an 

illustration of a multi-storied palace of the kind excavated at 

Acemhöyük, wi th balconies , superposed columns and staircases, 

partly a rendering of outdoor activities: hunters with spears and 

dogs pursuing quadrupeds and birds along the banks of a river, a 

horizontal band with large fish swimming in it (fig. 14); the river 

also appears on one narrow side of the vessel. The most likely 

reading is that we see the Melendiz river here not far from the 

palace buildings, and local hunting as a pastime or ritual 

festivity of the residents. The artist who decorated the bathtub 

was not a specialized craftsman like the seal-cutters; in his 

sketchy style, however, he presents a lively and original rendering 

of both the main traits of the palace buildings and the hunt. The 
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river is straight because the painter works in friezes. He tries to 

render detail so it will be recognizable to his contemporaries, in 

equipment, costume and architecture. Fish must have been an 

important asset of the river, not simply pictograms for fresh 

water. 

The straightforward art of 18th-century Acernhöyük is evident 

in these examples illustrating rivers belonging to the environment 

and concern of deities and palatial residents. We are on the 

southern plateau in a world of af fini ties which may extend 

overseas. The Anatolian perspective here is not only in the 

direction of Mari and Akkadian traditions. 

lf we turn to another province of Anatolian glyptic art, the 

case for rivers is not as clear and developed, but suggestive again 

of Anatolian departures from Syro-Mesopotamian iconographic codes. 

The stamp-cylinders known as the Tyszkiewicz seal (in Boston)29 and 

the Ayd1n sea130 in the Louvre are masterpieces of Anatolian 

glyptic art, produced somewhere in a major center, in the south 

rather than in the Hittite coreland, in a period close to Karum 

Kanesh Ib. 31 Both seals are of a hybrid Anatolian shape which 

thrived in an innovative phase when the stamp-cylinder was made in 

hematite as a carrier of detailed iconography. 

The Tyszkiewicz seal is clear in its main scene: a seated god 

on a platform, offering table and the double-faced god in front of 

him, is approached by three bearded dei ties who are mounting the 

steps leading to the platform. Two of the gods wear Mesopotamian 

long robes but the second worshipper, who is helmeted and has long 

locks in the back, wears a knee-length cloak over a short kilt 

leaving one leg free. Emblems on the hats mark the other two 

worshipping gods as sun- and moon-god respectively. There is some 

local color in implements (litui held in front and tilted down). 

The remainder of the frieze is less clearly assignable to the 

worship scene: the small unveiling goddess still faces the main 

seated god, but is not connected with the lion and bull below her; 

the group of the helmeted active warrior spearing a victim overlaps 

with that of two men (one a libating priest) dealing with a victim 
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on a tripodic tabIe. What concerns us here is the context of the 

two men behind and below the main god (figs. 15 a-cl . 

On the side of the platform which elevates the seated god is 

a swimmer, nude, in what must be a river with a pebbly bottom. The 

swimmer extends one arm and holds a fish in his fist; his other arm 

is parallel to the body. The counterpart figure is floating 

vertically. He seems to wear a belt and perhaps a short costume. 

His hair ends in a curl in his nape. He raises his arms and looks 

up; his legs are bent and loose, not standing. He is enveloped in 

a contour with curved inner lines of varying length; some of these 

curves continue around the legs.He is thus drenched in water which 

descends from the sky, perhaps from a round vessel above his right 

hand (left, in the original, fig. 15b). His left foot is near that 

of the swimmer, and the curved lines and crescents descend behind 

the throne of the main god to just over the legs of the swimmer, 

below whom are round pebbles. These two figures be long together and 

float or swim in fresh water which descends behind the main god 

(thus, 'Ea' in Mesopotamian context) and continues along the side 

of his platform. Behind the swimmer and below the legs of the 

floating man, the register has a large ear of barley (?) and a 

bulbous shape with pendant (a fruit?) and a bull's head, probably 

a rhyton, next to two more vessels which belong to the scene with 

the priest and victim, as the bull-rhyton also might. Vegetation 

thus appears on the dado of the heavenly downpour. In front of the 

swimmer,on the edge of the platform but separate from the river 

waters, are three vessels belonging to the main cult scene: a basin 

on bent legs, a biconical pedestalled stand with offerings in the 

bowl, and a beaked pitcher, in front of which the platform steps 

down to the much lower levels of the worshippers. 

The Tyszkiewicz seal is clear about the cult setting of the 

god, which is not a decorative pattern of flowing streams but a 

rendering of waters descending from the sky and forming a river, 

with swimmers who enjoy the downpour and continue in the swollen 

river where a fish is caught by hand. Is all this imaginative 

Anatolian improvisation on the part of the seal cutter who wants to 
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convey an image of the water god's realm? Or is the design one we 

could have seen in the god's tempie, on the side of his platform 

and the rear wallof the shrine, replacing the Mesopotamian goat

fish and flowing vases with local, creative imagery? One expects a 

local name and epithet for this form of water god in a major shrine 

of south Anatolia. The two swimmers in any case eclipse in size and 

importance the unveiling goddess, somewhat lost in the distance, 

who in the Akkadian and subsequent tradition brings down the 

blessings of rain as heavenly downpour, as Maurits van Loon has 

recently discussed. n 

If we check these general and specific points on the Aydln seal 

(fig. 16), we note resemblances and differences, a certain 

stiffening as weIl. The design has been reduced to one frieze, 

basically, depicting the procession of three gods and the two-faced 

god towards the main god with his lion-supported offering stand. 

His throne is similar to that of the Tyszkiewicz god, but an ibex 

protome is added to the rear leg. Behind the god is his consort 

with her own retinue of griffin men; her throne is raised above 

what must have been two reclining ibexes, in Karum Anatolian style. 

Behind her appears the floater from the Tyszkiewicz seal, here 

again enveloped in a canopy contour. On the Aydln seal the contour 

is clearly preserved and filled with crescents that must mean the 

realm of rain and fresh water, in which one fish swims upward and 

another horizontally to the right at the base. A lacuna left by a 

chip in the design leaves no room for a swimmer below the second 

griffin man and the goddess. The Aydln downpour is encouraged and 

joined by streams of water from a flowing vase held by a robed 

figure standing back to back with the third, Anatolian god of the 

min procession. 

The Aydln seal, a bit later than the Tyszkiewicz seal to judge 

by the hieroglyphic signs on its stamp face, preserves the theme of 

the floater in the downpour but lacks the detailed imagery and 

creativity of its predecessor, especially the close conjunction of 

the main god on his podium with the downpour, river and swimmers. 
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The river swimmer visually supports the enthroned god on the 

Tyszkiewicz seal. 

The seals and ceramic painting from Acemhöyük (figs. 12-14), as 

weIl as the Tyszkiewicz group of cylinder-stamp seals give evidence 

of special Anatolian concern wi th the abundance of rain, fresh 

water supply and rivers. Anatolia is not a land of great river 

valleys, yet in its own way it saw the development of prosperous 

centers along the many rivers heading for the Black Sea, the Aegean 

and the Mediterranean, and both the Tigris and Euphrates originated 

in the lands of East Anatolians. On the plateau, the main rivers 

were the Halys-Marassantija and the Sangarios-~a~irija.33 Smaller 

streams provided individual sites and towns with water supplies, 

fishing and transportation. Springs, lakes, rivers mysteriously 

appearing and disappearing were a vital interest of the plateau and 

mountain dweIlers . Legend developed around the river (understood to 

be the Halys) in which the Queen of Kanesh exposed her thirty 

newborn sons to be carried to Zalpuwa and the (Black) Sea. 34 

Hittite descriptions of cult statues and statuettes include a 

fair number of rivers and springs, some made of wood overlaid with 

silver, or of iron, and all in the form of women. Statuettes of 

mountains may be set on springs. These water goddesses belonging to 

the Hittite period are described as seated and holding a cup. Such 

a goddess may perhaps have found an early visual rendering in 

Acemhöyük, fig. 12, and in the straightforward iconography of this 

stamp seal we have a non-oriental, proto-Hittite rendering of a 

cult scene. 

The iconography of the Tyszkiewicz seal is much more 

complicated, but again its essentials are to be interpreted in 

Anatolian terms. The main god, enthroned on his platform, holds a 

cup in his right hand and a double axe (?) and two tendrils or 

litui in his left; his aquatic company, the vegetal emblem and cult 

vessels, as weIl as the elaborate offering basin-table with leonine 

supports, filled with fruits, are rende red in confident detail. Yet 

here we are at a loss to find relevant Bildbeschreibungen in 
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Hittite texts, and with the exception of the simplified Ayd1n seal, 

we lose the iconographic trail of the Tyszkiewicz scene of god and 

swimmer(s), unless we want to hypothesize a miraculous connection 

with the (otherwise unprecedented) swimmer under Hellenistic Tyche 

statues of Antioch, showing the goddess seated on a mountain, a 

nude swimmer (Orontes) at her feet, a configuration which also 

became popular for Tychai in Cilicia, e . g . at Tarsus, with the 

Cydnus ri ver. 35 

To return to realia, we have glimpses of rivers as natura I 

phenomena illustrated on the seal and larnax-paintings of Acemhöyük 

on the Melendiz river (figs. 12 and 14). Rain and rainstorms, 

natural phenomena belonging to the domain of Anatolian weather 

gods, are illustrated in a naturalistic manner descending from the 

sky and clouds above the bull god on cylinder seals of the 

Anatolian group at Kültepe,36 so that the bull-men and heroes with 

flowing vases and the unveiling goddess are no longer obligatory 

elements of the design, although still familiar. Rivers and springs 

do not seem to appear on the seal impressions of the Kanesh 

archives. We shall be enlightened when more of the network of 

trading stations will have been excavated, but at present the 

glyptic evidence from Acemhöyük reinforces the originality of the 

Burushhattum (? I) region which is so amply represented in the 

architecture of the palaces and their contents of precious stone, 

metal and ivories. 
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